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CUPP met three times since the last faculty meeting.  

 

CUPP spent the majority of these meetings discussing proposals for visiting positions, including 

a preliminary meeting with Provost Green to discuss the general process of reviewing visiting 

proposals. After discussing each proposal individually, CUPP discussed the proposals as a 

whole, identifying proposals which CUPP believed were of higher need to approve. CUPP then 

met with Provost Green again to discuss CUPP’s thoughts on the proposals. Provost Green made 

the final decisions on which visiting proposals to approve.     

 

CUPP is also presenting the last two action items of the Strategic Curricular Planning (SCP) 

document to the faculty for a vote. These two action items were carried over from the December 

faculty meeting due to time constraints. These two actions items can be found on pages 51-52 of 

the full SCP document which can be accessed at the following link 

(http://libguides.iwu.edu/scp2014) and are also pasted below for your convenience.  The first 

three action items which were approved (with amendments) at the December faculty meeting can 

be also be found following this link. The SCP version currently online reflects the changes voted 

in by the faculty at the last faculty meeting. 

 

Action items to be voted on in the January 2015 faculty meeting: 

 

4.  In order to maintain the traditional Illinois Wesleyan target of an 11:1 student to full 

time-equivalent faculty ratio, (recognizing that 80% of the faculty FTE will be tenure 

line), over the next three years the faculty adopt a target of tenure line approvals that 

approximate half the number of openings created by retirements and resignations.  

5. Each year interested academic units will submit to the Provost curricular initiatives for 

Advancement to pursue. The Provost and the Advancement Office will identify 

promising initiatives for targeted fundraising, and Administration will update the faculty 

on progress toward funding these curricular initiatives.  

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Joe Williams 

Chair of CUPP 

 

http://libguides.iwu.edu/scp2014)/

